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Contact Nicole: 310-350-2620

Cover Girl Culture & Nicole Clark
Nicole, a former Elite fashion model turned champion for girls’ selfesteem, takes on media in her documentary “Cover Girl Culture”.
Shocking interviews with editors from TEEN VOGUE and ELLE
magazine.
Eye opening commentary with top agents, designers, models,
advertisers and more. An important issue addressed is the
sexualization of young girls in the media/advertising. Most
importantly it focuses on SOLUTIONS.

Nicole presents workshops to girls & educators
on media literacy and self-esteem.

Awards/Events
2012-2015

Guest on Fox News,
Fox & Friends, CTV

Sept &
Nov 2011

Guest on CTV CANADA AM
& CTV Provincewide.

Aug 2011

Guest on The Joy Behar Show,
CNN. Topic: sexualization of
girls in media- French Vogue

Dec 2010

Appeared on CNN about the
sexualization of girls in media.
Chosen for Mayor’s Honor
List for 2010

Sept 2010

Awarded Seal of Approval from
Parent’s Television Council.

April 2010

Award winner: Delray Beach
Film Festival.

May 2009

Official Selection: Women’s
Int’l Film Festival.

Challenging the Media!
Cover Girl Culture explores how the worlds of fashion,
modeling, advertising and celebrity impact our teens and young
women. Who sets today's standards for beauty and how are
these standards affecting individuals and society? Who is
responsible? Are there ways this can be changed? If so, who
can/will change it?
From unrealistic body ideals and constant pressure to be
beautiful to the sexualization of girls in the media Nicole
relentlessly takes on these critical issues and offers realistic
solutions to parents, women and the media.

www.covergirlculture.com for TRAILER
VERSIONS OF FILM AVAILABLE:
• Feature length – 82 Min DVD
• 60 Min Length – TV & Classrooms

How have things got so far out of hand?
Nicole is frequently invited to speak on national news on
topics including how unrealistic images in media affect
our girls, to the harm created through the sexualization of
girls by media.
(image to left – Teen Vogue approved ad)
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RELATED NEWS: Abercrombie & Fitch padded bras for tweens (Mar 2011) Tween Fashion Too
Racy? ABC news. Banned CK Billboard due to images of rape/violence. (Oct 2010)

“A Best-Selling Film in the University Market”
-Women Make Movies: non-theatrical distributor 2010
ALLY SHEEDY: 'I met
Nicole when we were
both at the Women's
International Film
Festival. I am thrilled
with her work on this
documentary and came
on board as an associate
producer.
I feel CGC is a very
important and educational film. I have a
14 year old daughter and am concerned
about the effects of the images in the
media on her developing sense of herself.

Being an actress, I have been in
the eye of the storm on this issue
dealing with the pressures to
conform to these images. I have
spent a lot of my life trying to
look like the impossible images
put out there in order to work in
Hollywood. And then in fighting
against these same dictates
because they are so harmful to
the girls in the audiences as well
as to my own sense of ethics and
self-esteem.
I identify with Nicole because
she has also been an "insider" in

the modeling world and has also
rejected furthering these images. I
believe CGC can teach young
women to take a more objective
look at what they are being taught
to think about themselves by the
media and, perhaps for the first
time, to question it'.

Required film & guest speaker at Princeton University 2011-2012
Director: Nicole Clark, a former Elite International model,
chose to make Cover Girl Culture to help bring about positive
change in the media. She gained valuable insights into the
inner workings of the fashion & advertising worlds and has
become an expert on the impact the media has on our girls,
namely the sexualization of girls and pressures on them to be
thin and pretty. Nicole steps forward with her new
documentary to share her knowledge with girls and women.

Nicole presents workshops to girls on media literacy
and self-esteem to help immunize them against the
media’s pressures to conform to unrealistic ideals. She
has reached over 100,000 girls to date. (June 2014)
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Experts featured in Cover Girl Culture:

Create a powerful, life-changing show with the experts from Cover Girl Culture.
Our panel of women will share with audiences:
(Ally Sheedy also available)
•

Powerful insights and solutions to the body image epidemic our girls face.

•

Practical ways to love your body and boost your self-esteem while living
amid the media pressure to conform.

•

Easy tips to foster self-esteem in your daughter and yourself.

•

How to take back your power and your happiness.

•

Ways to encourage girls to develop critical thinking skills.

•

Share eye-opening truths that reveal how media has been
manipulating girls and what you can do to prevent it.

•

Their personal stories of overcoming and challenging the media’s
beauty ideals.

Featured in MS.
Magazine Oct 2010

GIRL SCOUT TROOP LEADER “Cover Girl Culture is an eye-opening

documentary I believe is important for girls to see. We watched it in three
parts with a discussion session after each segment. I was amazed by the
insights the 7th grade girls came away with regarding the mixed messages,
hypocrisy and lack of responsibility the teen magazines and fashion industry
churn out. They were so passionate about how important this message is that
they chose this topic for their Journey Take Action Project.” ELISSE
JACKSON, Troop 2943

Mariel Hemmingway "Cover Girl Culture is a
hugely important piece for young girls
everywhere. It addresses the very core of most
women's obsession. It helps us understand why
it is so imperative to guide our girls towards a
healthy appreciation for the unique and
beautiful aspects of themselves as individuals, not as cookie-cutter cut outs
of someone they are not and never should be.
This documentary helps girls know they are not alone in their feelings of
inadequacy based on the media's focus and most importantly that they are
beautiful because they are uniquely themselves"
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www.covergirlculture.com

Some key benefits for girls/women/men:
•

Helps girls learn how media has manipulated
their perspective on body image and beauty.

•

Reveals the motives behind advertisers and
challenges audiences to take back their power.

•

Examines why we’ve given our power
away and allowed fashion editors,
advertisers to dictate beauty to us.

•

•

Dynamic women experts and girls share
how they’ve woke up to the illusion and
become free.
Encourages girls to become media
activists and develop critical thinking.

Now on DVD!
Seeing Through the Media Matrix.
Companion DVD
to Cover Girl Culture:
60 minute collection of Media
Literacy Tools for
Educators/Parents & Teens. Clips
range from 2 to 10 minutes on
various topics.

Pioneer in Women’s Media:
Jean Kilbourne: "Cover Girl Culture offers a fascinating look at the
world of teen magazines, celebrity and advertising, and the powerful
influence the media exerts on girls and young women."
–director of “Killing Us Softly”.

Image right: shown in Cover Girl Culture; an example of
one of the thousands of sexualized girls in teen magazines.
Contact Nicole: 310-350-2620
Email: Nicole@zenpenfilms.com
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